
 

Year 5 St. Catherine’s Class    

Summer Term 2021  
 

 

Religious Education 

Using the Come and See scheme, the children will be studying the 
two areas of Pentecost (Serving) and Reconciliation (Inter-relating) 
using the following themes:  
TRANSFORMATION: Celebrating the transforming power of the Holy 
Spirit.  
FREEDOM & RESPONSIBILITY: The Commandments enable us to live 
freely and responsibly. 
The children will also spend a week studying Islam. 

PSHE and Citizenship 

Using the Jigsaw scheme, we have 
developed a mindful approach to PSHE. The 
children will focus on the themes: 

 Relationships 

 Changing Me 
Additionally we will cover the Journey in 
Love topic for Year 5. 
 
 
 Understanding English, Communication and Languages 

Reading: draw inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions, and justify 
inferences with evidence; discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative language, considering 
the impact on the reader; retrieve, record and present information from non-fiction  
Key Reading texts: ‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’ by Michael Morpurgo. 
Writing: identify the audience for and purpose of the writing, select the appropriate form and use other similar 
writing as models for their own; through narrative writing - describe settings, characters and atmosphere and 
integrate dialogue to convey character and advance the action; evaluate and edit our writing 
 
French: Developing speaking, listening, reading and writing skills through the topics of ‘Seasons’ and  ‘Environment’. 

Mathematical Understanding 
Decimals: addition and subtraction; sequences; multiplication and division by 10, 100 & 1000 
Geometry: Properties of shapes; measuring and calculating angles, parallel and perpendicular lines, regular and 
irregular polygons; position and direction; reflection and coordinates. 
Measurement: converting metric and imperial units; volume and capacity. 
A focus on fluency, reasoning and problem solving in each area of mathematics 

Scientific and Technological Understanding 
Living things and their Habitats: describe the life cycles of animals 
and plants. 
Animals including humans: describe the changes as humans grow 
to old age. 
Working scientifically: gather and record data, report and present 
findings, plan different types of scientific enquiries to answer 
questions, recognise and control variables, make predictions, set up 
fair rests, identify causal relationships, use scientific language 

Understanding Physical Development, 
Health and Well Being 

Led by Planet Soccer 
Cricket 

Computing 
E-safety: Online communities and 
communication.  
We are artists: The children will design 
geometrical images.  
We are bloggers: The children will design and 
create their own blog page. 

Historical, Geographical and Social Understanding 
Human & Physical Geography: recognizing the similarities and 
differences between the UK and other climate regions in the world; 
linking with the topic of Kensuke’s Kingdom by exploring differences 
between islands. Describing the key physical features of mountains, 
volcanoes and earthquakes. 
Build knowledge of the UK and wider world through using 6 figure 
grid references, symbols and a key. Understand geographical 
similarities and differences through the study of human & physical. 
 History: identifying how crime and punishment has changed from 
the Roman period to present day. 
 

Understanding the Arts 

Art: exploring the features of Pop Art; looking 
at the American artist Charles Fazzino and 
Leonid Afremov. Creating a cityscape 
DT: Fabric and textiles; identifying different 
materials and types of clothing. Creating an 
item from a pattern 
Music:  begin to recognise music by the 
Beatles and start to compose melodies with 
simple rhythms. . 


